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Let IH be a frame, a an element of IH and T a finitary algebraic theory. In this paper we compare 
the category SH(IH,T) of sheaves of T-algebras on IH with the category Sh(al,T) of sheaves of 
T-algebras on al (where al is the initial segment (/_?I P<a)). This comparison suggests the 
definition of formal initial segments of the category Sh(IH, T). For a large class of theories to be 
called ‘integral’ (examples of which are sets, monoids, groups, rings, modules on a integral 
domain, boolean algebras,. . . ) the formal initial segments of Sh(lH,T) coincide with the usual 
initial segments of IH: this means that we are able to recover It-1 axiomatically from Sh(lH,T). 
When IH is the initial frame (0, I}, the frame of formal initial segments of Sh(lH, T) is the frame 
of open subsets of a compact space Spec T, called the spectrum of the theory T. When T is the 
theory of modules on some ring R, we recover in this way various well known notions of spectra 
and their corresponding sheaf-representation of the ring. 
Introduction 
Throughout this paper, IH denotes a frame (=local lattice) and T is a finitary 
algebraic theory; Sh(lH, T) and Pr(lti,T) denote the cateogry of sheaves and 
presheaves of T-algebras on IH. If CT is some element in IH, al = {j? 1 j3s a} is the cor- 
responding initial segment and Sh{&T), Pr(al, T) the categories of sheaves and 
presheaves of T-algebras on the frame crl. Sh(lH) and Pr(lH) are the categories of 
sheaves sand presheaves of sets on IH; F : Pr(IH)+Pr(lH, T) is the free-algebraic- 
presheaf functor and a: Pr(lH)-+Sh(lH) the associated sheaf functor. In this way 
aF: Sh(lH)-+Sh(lH,T) is a left adjoint to the forgetful functor (cf. [l])~. 
In a topos, the subobjects of any fixed object form a Heyting algebra. In 
Sh(lH,T), the subobjects of any fixtzd object which satisfy distributivity conditions 
with respect o the intersection and union again form a Heyting algebra: we call 
these the Heyting subobjects; they play an important role when comparing Sh(al, 
). This comparison leads us to define the formal initial segments 
Sh(lH,T); these are the categories which satisfy axiomatically the basic properties of 
Sh(a& T) with respect o Sh(lH, T) and they form canonically a frame .Y containing 
IH as a subframe. 
We introduce the notion of an integral theory; examples are given by sets, 
monoids, groups, rings, boolean algebras, modules on an integral domzin, . . . When 
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T is an integral theory, the frames IH and .JY’ coincide; the frame IH is thus completely 
characterized by its sheaves of T-algebras. When T is not an integral theory, we 
exhibit some relations between Sh(lH, T) and Sh(,R, T). 
Now fix IH to be the initial frame (41). In this case &f, the frame of formal initial 
segments, is the frame of open subsets of a compact space SpecT which depends 
only on the theory T. This space Spec T is called the spectrum of the theory T. When 
T is the theory of ..,odules on a ring R, Spec T coincides with the spectrum defined 
by Simmons (cf. [14]); When R is Von Neumann regular, Spec T is the Pierce 
spectrum of the ring (cf. [12]); when R is a Gelfand ring, Spec T is its maximal 
spectrum (cf. [2j, [3], [IO]); in general, the formal initial segments correspond to the 
pure ideals of Ihe ri;lg R (cf. [7], [14]). 
Details of tht- proofs can be found in [4]. 
1. Basic properties of Sh(iH, T) 
If a is some element in iH, we denote by h, : IHoP -+Sets the corresponding 
representable sheaf. 
Proposition 1. The categories Pr( IH, T) and Sh(lH, T) are complete, cocomplete and 
regular. Ye _
Proposition 2. The presheaves Fh, (a E IH) form a set of finite@ presentable 
regular generators of Pr( icl, T). 
Proof. By [6] l-7 and I-10 and the fact that in Pr(lH,T) colimits are computed 
pointwise. Y 
Proposition 3. The sheaves aFh, (aE IH) form a set of regular generators of 
Shl(:-i, T). 
Proof. For Sh(H,T) is a localization of Pr(lH,T). On the other hand colimits are no 
longer computed pointwise in Sh(lH,T) and therefore aFh, is not finitely 
presentable. IY 
Proposition 4. Sh(!pi,T) 17ossesses a dense family of generators such that jk each 
obj’ect D of /he family the canonical morphism O+D is manic. 
Proof. By [6] 7-5, it suffices to consider the finite sums of sheaves aFh, 
IUE .*). 
~)sit~~)~ 5. In Pr(!;!,T) and Sh(ki, T), intersection cnmrnutes with filtered 
Itniclrl~. 
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Proof. By [13] 18-3-7 and the exactness of the associated sheaf functor. Cl 
Proposition 6. Let (Ai)+A)i,, be a filtered family of subobjects in Sh(X,T) and 
(fi : Ai-+ B)i,l a family of morphisms such that, for i, j in I, the foilowing square 
commutes: 
AinAj LAi 
c I 
4 
There exists a unique morphism f : U Ai -*B extending the fi ‘s. Moreover, if each 
L. is manic, the same holds for f. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Proposition 5. q 
2. The frame of Heyting subobjects 
In a topos, the intersection with a subobject commutes always with the union. of 
subobjects. For an algebraic ategory, this property is very rare: the main examples 
dre the two trivial subobjects (the subobject of constants and the whole object); it’s 
however possible to find non trivial examples (see Section 7 - pure ideals of a ring). 
In Pr(IH, T), many non trivial examples of such subobjects SbA can be found by 
choosing P(o) to be trivial for each a in IH; passing to the associated sheaves, one 
gets examples in Sh(lH,T). These last examples are clearly related to the structure 
of IH and thus provide a first step to a characterization of iH from Sh(lH,T). 
Definition 7. Let C be a finitely complete and cocomplete regular category. A 
subobject S )-r A in C is called a Heyting subobject if for any subobjects R, T of A 
the foilowing conditions are satisfied. 
(1) S~(RU 7-)+snR)u(sn 7-1. 
(2) m(su v~(ms)u(hm 7-j. 
(3) The square 
SnRnT bRnT 
snr- (sn 7y_q.m 77 
is cocartesian. 
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Proposition 8. Let S-A, (Sj HA)i, 1 be Heyting subobjects in Sh(lH, T). For any 
subobjects R )-, A, T>-*A, (Ri w A)i, I the following relations hold. 
(i) Su<Rn T)s(SUR)n(SU T). 
(ii) RU(Sn T)s(RUS)n(RU T). 
(iii) There exists a subobject S* R of A such that 
TcS*R iff TfYkR. 
(iv) SW,,, Ri)s UEI (SnRJ. 
69 RWU,,, SiW 73s & (Rn&)U(Rn T). 
(vi) Sn R is a Heyting subobject of R. 
Proof. Replace U,, , by the filtered union UJE, where J runs through the finite 
subsets of I; (iv) and (v) follow then from Proposition (5) and (i), (ii), (iii) from the 
general theory of complete distributive lattices (cf. [IS]); the proof of (vi) is quite 
straightforward (using (i) and (ii)). cl 
Theorem 9. For any object A in Sh(lfl, T), the Heyting subobjects of A are an 
VA-sublattice and are a frame. 
Proof. Let S-A, S’>-,A 
SnS’ satisfies (1) and 
consider the cocartesian 
(Sn T)U (R n T) with its 
(SnS’1-I 7)U(s’n TflR). 
U,+, S, satisfies (1) and 
and (Si>-)A)i,/ be Heyting subobjects of A. 
(2) in Definition 7 (Proposition 8). To prove (3), 
square with T replaced by TM’. Then consider 
Heyting subobject given by S’n ((Sn 7’) U (R n T)) = 
(2) in Definition 7 (Proposition 8). To prove (3), con- 
sider first S,, R and T as subobjects of A, then S;, (R U Si) and T, and SO on, . . . ; 
conclude by Proposition 6. J 
3. The frame of formal initial segments 
For each CT in IH, we prove that Sh(al, T) is a localization of Sh(lH, T) satisfying 
various additional properties; some of them can be expressed in terms of Heyting 
subobjects. .4ny localization of Sh(ki,T) which satisfies these properties is called a 
formal mitial segment. These formal initial segments form a frame containing IH as 
a \ubframe and contained itself as a subframe in the frame of Heyting subobjects 
c-r:‘ uFh, . 
Theorem 10. Let CT be some element in IN 
( I ) Thu restriction functor ct * : Sh(lH. T)--+Sh(ul,T) has a full and faithful left 
~~~~~~~~r cc, und u fidl and ,faithful right adjoint a*. 
rves und creates mon orphisms. 
is monk in Sh(iH, the canonical morphism aI a*A +A is a 
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Proof. Let A be some object in Sh(al,T) and /3 some element 
a,(A)(@) =A@@). Define a!(A) as the sheaf associated to 
given by 
Clearly a! + a * --t a* and a* is 
(cf. [13] 16-8-9). 
if Bra, 
if /ha, 
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in IH. Define a* by 
the presheaf a’(A) 
full and faithful; therefore a! is also full and faithful 
a! preserves and creates monomorphisms by construction and the exactness of 
the associated sheaf functor. 
a’a*A is a subobject of A in Pr(lH,T) and thus so is qa*A in Sh(lH,T). In each 
component rr’a*A(p) is a trivial subobject of A@); therefore a’a*A is a Heyting 
subobject of A in Pr(IH, T). The properties of the associated sheaf functor imply that 
a!a*A is a Heyting subobject of A in Sh(lH,T). El 
Definition 11. Let Q: be a finitely complete and cocomplete regular category. -4 
formal initial segment a of Q= is a full subcategory a such that 
(1) the canonical inclusion al . : a+C has a right adjoint (r* which has itself a 
right adjoint a+. 
(2) If 0-M and S-+/l are manic in d= and if A is an object in a, S is also in a. 
(3) If 0-M is manic in C, the canonical morphism CT!CT*A-+A is a Heyting 
subobject. 
Pr-Bposition 12. Let C be a finitely complete and cocomplete regular categorv and 
a a forical initial segment of C. 
(1) If O-+A is manic in C, a! preserves the monomorphisms with codomain A 
in a. 
(2) CY, refIects monomorphisms. 
(3) a* is fur! and faithful. 
(4) IfO+A and S--+A are manic in @, ala*S=St7a,a*A as subobjects of A. 
(5) a is saturated under isomorphisms. ’ ’ 
Proof. (1) Factor a monomorphism in a through its image in Cc and else the exact- 
ness of a*. 
(2) a* is full and faithful (cf. [ 131). 
(3) q is full and faithful (cf. [ 131 16-8-9). 
(4) The canonical monomorphism a! a *S -Al\a!a*A has a right inverse 
a!a*(Sna!a*A-+S) and thus is an isomorphism. 
(5) Condition 2 in Definition 11. 
heorem 13. The formal initial segments of Sh(k-i, ) are a frame .w. 
. ‘She formal initial segments are ordered y inchkon of subcategories. 
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Sh(lH, T) is the greatest element and (0) with a*(O) = 1 and a!(O) = 0 is the smallest 
element. 
L,et cz,p be two formal initial segments of Sh(lH,T). Define their intersection al\/? 
as the full subcategory an/3, (a@)! is thus the canonical inclusion. Now the two 
functors (x@#?!B* and P!P*cr!a* are right exact and coincide on a dense sub- 
category of Sh(lH, T) (Proposition 4 and 12(4)); from [ 131 17-2-7 and 17-2-8 one 
deduces that these two functors are naturally isomorphic: this is (a@)*. From that 
a*a*b&* and P&*cT*(T* are naturally isomorphic and equal to (a@)*. It’s routine 
to check that aA/? is a formal initial segment. 
Let (Q;)~,~ be a family of formal initial segments of Sh(lH, T), we need to define 
& l a,. We define first a functor G : Sh(lH, T)-+Sh(lH, T) by taking G(A) to be the 
colimits of the diagram 
a;! ai* 
(aiAaj)!(aiAajJ*(A) 
\ 
a$ ai* 
for any indexes i, j. We define Vief ai as the full subcategory of Sh(lli, T) spanned 
by all the objects G(A) and saturated for the isomorphisms. Let us prove that 
V,+ , a, is a formal initial segment. 
G factors through &I ai into (ViEI ai)!(ViE,ai)*. NOW for A in Sh(lH,T) the 
canonical morphism t?i : a;!aTA+A factors through (Vie, ai)!(V,E, ai)*( this 
gives rise to a morphism 
Moreover for any i in I 
(a,hW* V a. . I ( ,~1 I)!( II/, ai)-z(ai)!(ai)” 
and from this one deduces that OA has the universal property presenting <lli,, ai)* 
ac a right adjoint to (&, GTi)!. 
Next one shows that the image of BA is the union of the images of the (e,), and 
Propositions 5, 6 and 10 one deduces the required properties of (ViEI ai)!. 
Finally, for any A in Sh(H,T) we define (V,,, cr&,o) as the limit of the diagram 
(a,)*(q)* ( ) v a, (4 rcl : 
\ 
/ 
(a;ACYj)*(aiAaj)* ( ) V ai (A) IEI . t 
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and we get the right adjoint to (Vi,, ai)*. 
In order to have a frame, all that remains is to prove the distributivity laws 
between V and A. 
It is sufficient to prove that if a and (pi,.)iEI are formal initial segments of 
ShW, T), 
But these functors are right exact and so it suffices to prove the isomorphism on 
a dense subcategory. By Proposition 4, this follows from the definition of Heyting 
subobjects and formal initial segments. Cl 
Proposition 14. Let X be the frame of formal initial segments of Sh(lH, T) and 
Heyt(aFh,) the frame of Heyting subobjects of aFhl. There are irwlusions of 
frames 
IH c MC Heyt(aFh,) 
Proof. Consider the application X+Hel;t(aFh,); cx+a!cx*(aFhl). It is injective by 
Propositions 4 and 12(4); it is an inclusion of frames by construction of %‘. The 
inclusion H c X follows from Theorem 10. Cl 
4. Integral theories and the characterization theorem 
The characterization theorem we have in view gives a condition under which a 
frame IH is completely characterized by its category Sh(lH, T) of sheaves of algebras 
for an algebraic theory T. The condition is on T; with this condition, the frame IH 
is nothing but the frame of formal initial segments of Sh(lH,T). We give also a 
counterexample to prove that the characterization theorem does not hold for an 
arbitrary theory T. 
Definition 15. A finitary algebraic theory T is called integral if any non-constant 
l-ary operation is an cpimorphism in the category 
Proposition 16. A fini’tary algebraic theory is integral if and only if for any non- 
constant element x of l’he free algebra Ff on one generator, the canonically induced 
morphism 2 : F1 +F1 is injective. 0 
roposition 17. Let A be a ring. The theory of A modules is integral if and only 
if the ring A is an integral domain. 0 
Proposition 16 justifies the terminology of efinition i 5. The examples of 
integral theories are numerous as Proposition 17 shows. 
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Proposition 18. The following theories are integral: sets with or without base 
point(s); sets on which a groups acts; monoids; abelian groups; rings with or without 
unit, commutative or not; modules on an integral domain; vector spaces on a field; 
boolean algebras. 2 
Theorem 19 (the characterization theorem). Let T be an integral theory. Two 
frames M and Ii-V are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding categories Sh( IH, T) 
and Sh(ld, T’) of sheaves of T-algebras are equivalent. 
Proof. We simply prove that if T is integral, IH is isomorphic to the frame ,X’ of 
formal initial segments of Sh(IH,T). By Proposition 14, it remains to show that each 
formal initial segment CT of Sh(lH, T) arises from an element /I of IH. Again from Pro- 
position 14 it suffices to prove that cqcu*(aFh,) has the form aFhp. 
By Proposition 14, let p be the greatest element of IH smaller than CT in .K For 
any )‘E e-4 denote by Sh, 1 he separated presheaf of T-algebras universally associ Ated 
to /I,, and by P the intersection of Shl and a!cr*(aFht) as subobjects of @hr. 
Tx#u *(aFh, ) is the sheaf universally associated to P and Sh, is a subobject ofi P. 
If ~~+*(aFh,) is not isomorphic to aFh,- ash,, there exists some 1’ in IH, ygP, 
such that P(y) f Shp(y). But Sha(Y) = FO; so we can find XE P(y) which is not a con- 
$tant. Denote by (s) the sub-presheaf of T-algebras of P generated by x. There is 
a canonical surjection of presheaves Sh, --+(,I$ which is an isomorphism because T 
is integral. Therefore c+a*(aSh,,) is isomorphic to ash, and thus y is smaller than 
U: finally yr P, which is a contradiction. 9 
Finall:; we give a counterexample to the characterization theorem in the case of 
a non-irregral theory. Let N be the set of integers and Y(N) the boolean ring of 
subsets of %. %J is isomorphic to N U, N and thus there is an isomorphism of rings 
?7’( %\ ) z 7’( “; l_l hi) z , @(IN) x I S(N). Therefore we have an isomorphism between the 
categories of modules (cf. [ 111) 
Ttlod ,(.._) z I 1 Vod ,(“..) x Mod ,a(\,) 
This shows that the categories of sheaves of Y(N)-modules on the spaces 1 and 2 
X-C equivalent. Thus a frame cannot be characterized by its sheaves of Y(N)- 
modules. 
5. Sheaves on the frame of formal initial segments 
In general, the frame .V of formal initial segments of Sh(lH,T) is not isomorphic 
tr3 -.. In this section, we compare the categories Sh(lH,T) and Sh(.f;T). They are 
ated by the restriction functor 
( v, T)-+Sh(W, T). 
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Proposition 20. With the notations above, R has a left exact left adjoint T. 
Proof. For A in Sh(lH,T), define TA as the sheaf associated to the presheaf T’A 
given by 
T’A(a) = l$ A(/?). 
Brcr 
/3ElH 
T is left exact because in SetsT finite limits commute with filtered colimits (cf. 
U31). 0 
We shall now define another functor S: Sh(lH,T)+Sh(.K T) which is not adjoint 
to R but has the interesting property that R Gziid. If A is some object in Sh(lH,T) 
and a E JV; we define 
SA(a) = (a*a*A)(l). 
Proposition 21. With the notations above, SA becomes asheaf and S extends into 
a faithfui and limit-preserving functor S : Sh(iH, T)-+Sh(X, T) such that 
RoSEid. 0 
Proposition 22. S(aFh,) is a monoid in the topos Sh(.vf’) of sheaves on .K 
Proof. For any a in %x’, 
S(aFhJ(a) z Sh(al, T)(a*aFhr, a*aFhl). 
and the structure of monoid is given by composition. Cl 
Proposition 23. For any sheaf A E Sh(lH, T), the sheaf SA is provided with an action 
S(aFh,) x SA-GA 
of the monoid S(aFhr). 
Proof. The action is again given by composition. Cl 
6. The spectrum of an algebraic theory 
The frame #‘of formal initial segments of Sh(lH, T) depends on IH and on 
if we fix IH to be the initial frame (0, 11, we get a frame .W which depends 
T and which can be non-trivial if T is not integral. In this case we show that ,ti’ is 
in fact the algebra of en subsets of some compact space X which we call the 
spectrum of the theory given in the next paragraph. Moreover, the 
functor S of Section 5 presents any -algebra as the algebra of global sections of 
-algebras on the spectrum of 
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Definition 24. A T-ideal is a subalgebra of the free algebra Fl on a single generator. 
Definition 25. A T-ideal is called pure if it is of the form qa*(Fl) for some 
formal initial segment 
Definition 26. A pure 
pure T-ideals II, 12 
a of set& 
r-ideal J is called purely prime if it is proper and if for any 
Definition 27. A pure T-ideal J is called purely maximal if it is maximal among the 
proper pure T-ideals. 
Proposition 28. The pure T-ideals form a subframe Y’ of the lattice of subalgebras 
of F, . 
Proof. By Theorem 13 and Proposition 14. Cl 
Proposition 29. Any purely maximal T-ideal is purely prime. El 
Proposition 30. Any proper pure T-ideal is contained in a purely maximal T-ideal. 
Proof. By Zorn’s lemma. 3 
Proposition 31. L.et I be a pure T-ideal and a E Fl \ 1. There exists a purely prime 
ideal J such that I c J and a $ J. 
Proof. By Zorn’s lemma and Proposition 28. El 
Proposition 32. Any proper pure T-ideal is the intersection of the purely prime 
T-ideals corttaining it. 
Proof. By Proposition 3 1. Z 
We turn now to the construction of the (purely prime) spectrum S,,(T) of the 
eory T. Its underlying set is nothing but the set of all purely prime T-ideals. if 
M,,T) denotes rhe power set of S,,(T) and .W the frame of pure T-ideals, we can 
efine a map 
/.: w -*.?($,,T) 
injection of frames. 3 
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Proposition 34. The subsets O(I) of S,,(T), when I TUPIS through X, form a 
topology on SPP( T). 
Proof. By Proposition 33. Cl 
Definition 35. The (purely prime) spectrum of an algebraic theory T is the set 
S,,(T) provided with the topology arising from Proposition 34. 
s,,(T) is clearly the space universally associated to the frame of pure T-ideals. 
But we have proved more: the frame of pure T-ideals is exactly the frame of open 
subsets of Z&,(T). (This is a particular case of Buchi’s claz;sical result). 
Proposition 36. The (purely prime) spectrum of an algebrkc theory T is a compact 
topological space. 
Proof. If (Jk)kEK is a family of pure T-ideals such that UkcK Ik = Fl, the canonical 
generator of Fl can be expressed as an algebraic combination of elements of a 
finite number of elements choosen in a finite number of &, . . . , Ik,. Therefore 
Proposition 31. Let S be the functor described in Section 5. For any T-algebra A, 
SA is a sheaf of T-algebras on S,,,(T) whose algebra of global sections is exactly A. 
Proof. By Proposition 21 and the fact that in the particular context of this 
paragraph the functor R of Section 5 is exactly the global sections functor. Cl 
7. Applications to the theory of rings 
In this paragraph we consider the theory T of left R-modules where R is an 
arbitrary ring with a unit. A T-ideal is just an ordinary left ideal of R. We exhibit 
the form of the pure T-ideals and get what is called in the literature ‘pure ideals’ 
(cf. PI, PI, PI9 WY) or ‘still ideals’ (cf. [14]). This gives an easy description of the 
purely prime spectrum of T which we simply call the purely prime spectrum of the 
ring R. This spectrum coincides with the one described by Simmons (cf. [14]) in the 
case of a general ring, with Pierce’s spectrum (cf. [12]) in the case of a commutative 
von Neumann regular ring, with the spectrum described by Bkouche and Mulvey 
(cf. [2], [3], [lo]) in the case of a commutative Gelfand ring. Moreover Propositions 
21, 22, 23, 37 provide a sheaf representation of the ring R and of any R-module; 
this representation isagain the one described by Simmons, Pierce, Bkouche, Mulvey 
in the cases we have already mentioned. We prove that the rings of local sections 
of this representation are exactly the rings of endomorphisms of the pure ideals of 
R; this gives an easy and unified sheaf description of the various corresponding 
‘espaces &ales’. 
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In this section, we make explicit the relation between the formal initial segments 
of the category of R-modules and the pure ideals of R. The subsequent results on 
the representation of rings are simply mentioned; they will be the object of a further 
publication on ring theory. 
Proposition 38. Let a be a formal initial segment of the category ModR o,f !z$t 
R-modules. if I= a!a*R, a is the full subcategory oj’ those R-modules A4 such that 
IM=M and a*M=IM. 
Proof. a! a* preserves colimits and each R-module can be expressed as a colimit of 
a diagram build from the single object R. q 
Proposition 39. Let a be a formal initial segment of ModR and I = a!a*R. I is a 
pure ideal, i.e. a two-sided such that 
Proof. If J is any left ideal of R, 
IJ=a!a*J=a!a*RnJ=InJ 
by Propositions 12(4) and 38. In particular IR = 1 and I is a two-sided ideal. 
Now consider ie I. The following equalities hold: 
I(i) = IA(i)=(i), 
which show the existence of the required C. 3 
In order to prove the converse of Proposition 39, we recall some characterizations 
of pure ideals. 
Proposition 40. The fol/o wing conditions are equivalent for a two-sided ideal I of R 
( I ) l is a pure ideal. 
(2) Vi4 30zI &i-i. 
(3) Vi!, . . . , i,,EI 3xIsuch that Vk &.=iX-. 
(3) For any /4ft R-module M, I@MrIM. 
(5 I R I I is a *flat right R-module. 
roof. See [14). 1: 
Thheorem 41. There is an isomor;>hism between the frame of pure ideals of the ring 
R and the frame of -formal initial segments of the category ModR. 
s to be shown that each pure ideal I has the form a!a*R for 
t cy of the category Mod,. Choose a to be the full sub- 
es M such that l@M:zlMrM; a*MzI@M and 
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We denote by S,,R the purely prime spectrum of R, i.e. the purely prime ypec- 
trum of the theory of left &modules. Its frame P(S&?) is thus exactly th:a f’rame 
of pure ideals of R. 
Proposition 42. The application O(Spp R)-+Rings which associates to the pure ideal 
I the ring EndR(I) of R-endomorphisms of I extends into a sheaf of rings. 
Proof. By Propositions 21, 22, 23 and Theorem 41 which show that if Q is the 
formal initial segment associated to I, a*(1)= End#). U 
If R is a commutative Von Neumann regular ring, S,,(R) is the spectrum of R 
described by Pierce in [12] and proposition 42 gives the sheaf presentation of the 
‘espace &al& described by Pierce. More generally, if R is commutative Gelfand ring 
(cf. [2], [3], [lo]), Spp R is the maximal spectrum of R and Proposition 42 gives the 
sheaf presentation of the ‘espaces &al&’ described by Grothendieck, Bkouche and 
Mulvey . 
Finally we introduce the notion of a pure ring; the relations with Gelfand rings 
will be studied in a further publication as well as the fundamental properties, of pure 
rings. 
Definition 43. Let a I j3 be two elements in a lattice with greatest element, (Y is called 
dense in p if for any y 
pvy=1 * crvy= 1. 
Definition 44. A ring R with a unit is called pure if for any ideal I of R there is 
a pure ideal J which is dense in I (in the sense of Definition 43). 
Theorem 45. Let R be a commutative pure ring. The purely prime spectrltm of R 
is a compacf Hausdorff space and the stalks of the sheaf representation oj’ R given 
by Proposition 42 are local rings. 0 
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